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‘Teamwork Was The Key!
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Monday 25th June
Shake Rattle & Read
CLP for China Students
Thursday 28th June
SWPBS Movie Day
Friday 29th June
Photography Exhibition
Year 8 –9
Last Day of Term 2
Sunday 1st July—Tuesday
3rd July
Year 12 Study Camp

Term 3
Monday 16th July
First Day of Term 2

Teamwork was the key in ‘Buddies’ this week with the students all working
together to make a paper tower strong enough to hold a basketball!
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PrinciPal’s rePort
Year 9 First Aid
Our Year 9 students participated in a two-day first aid course recently.
They learnt a range of skills including CPR, trauma management and
correct emergency management procedures. One of the highlights of
the course was treatment of injuries. The students simulated different
types of accidents then followed emergency procedures and bandaged
the ‘wounds’ Here, Jonty is ‘injured’ and has been strapped up in readiness for the ambulance to arrive.
VCAL Orchard
A wonderful initiative of the VCAL group this year is the establishment
of a school orchard. The former site of the technology building has
been converted into an orchard. The watering system is in place and
now the fruit trees have arrived and are being planted.
Bailey Frankel and Dylan Marshman are the leaders of the project, explained that they are planting seven varieties of trees. They are
planting at least one of the following; mandarin, apple, lime, lemon, almond, apricot and pear
tree.
They acknowledge that it will take some time before the project bears fruit (up to five years) but
their eye to the future is certainly to be commended. Bailey and Dylan noted that they have
learnt many skills from this project. They learnt how to negotiate with the school council around
positioning, layout, costing and watering systems. They have learnt skills around teamwork and
cooperation and they have acknowledged that taking the initiative in this project has helped
them for future concepts and proposals. Probably the most frustrating part has been the delay
involved in getting permission to proceed but they acknowledge that this is part of the planning
system required when projects are being developed. They are especially pleased that the orchard will make the area near the art room a more pleasant and eye-catching area.
We have assurances from Flynn Grace and others coming into the VCAL program that they will
ensure the continuity of the project and will take care of the trees as they grow to maturity.
This orchard project adds to the work they have already done in extending the feed lot and ensuring continuous water supply for the animal enclosures. Well done to all of the VCAL students
on their projects to date.
Mid-Year Student Reports
The mid-year reports have been drafted and are now being checked and readied for distribution.
The reports will be handed out as well as uploaded to Compass on Friday 29 th June.
Coming Up
Term two will have a busy final week. We have the Year 10 China day on Monday for the Year 6
to 10 students. This will be a wonderful day celebrating the culture of China and recognising the
time that Jess, Tegan, Denita and Flynn spent in China last year. This is followed by the Careers
Expo in Horsham on Tuesday where the Year 10-12 students will be able to see and hear lots of
information on a wide variety of careers. On Wednesday some of our students will set out to
explore the silo art trail then on Thursday a group of Year 7 and 8 students will be off to Horsham for a movie day. The week closes with a photography exhibition on Friday put on by some
of the Year 8 and 9 students. A busy week but a wonderful celebration and acknowledgement
for the end of Term 2.
Mr Graeme Holmes
Principal

Check out Hopetoun P-12
College Facebook page

WEDNESDAY SPORT REPORT
Volleyball SEPEP - Finals Match Reports
Final Qualifying

Final Elimination

Teams: Noodles Vs Giants

Teams: Silver Wolves Vs Bubbles

Score: Set 1 21 vs 6

Score: Set 1 11 vs 21

Set 2 21—17

Set 2 17 –21
Votes:
1—Emily
Monday 23rd of April
at3—Neha
Lake 2—Jaiden
Lascelles

Votes: 3—Bronte 2—Tristan 1—Bonnie
Votes: 3—Cheyanne 2—Billy 1– Geoff

Votes: 3—Declan 2– Abby 1—Tahlia

Final Preliminary
Teams: Giants Vs Bubbles
Score: Set 1 21—14
Set 2 21—19
Votes: 3—Geoff 2—Billy 1– Cheyanne
Votes: 3—Declan 2—Seisia 1– Abby

Grand Final Next Wednesday: Noodles vs Giants

Weekly Student Award
Well done to the following students for receiving

Students of the Week

Seisia Horman

Flynn Grace

Sophie Frankel

For taking the time to write
so descriptively about a
book she loved having
read to her when she was
much younger. Well done
Seisia, your feelings about
the book were honest and
well explained.

For showing responsibility
and real enthusiasm when
writing about “My Droving
Days’ in his English exam.
Well done Flynn, it was
clear that you were really
engaged in the author’s
account of the droving life!

For always showing teamwork by helping other students in the classroom.
Well done Sophie, you are
a wonderful classmate and
a terrific role model.

Jobe Landrigan with
some vegetable Samosas
he made in food.

OPTIONAL UNISEX
WINTER JACKET

Homework Club

Available to order at

Thursday after school
from

HIP POCKET HORSHAM

3-20pm until 4-00pm

Ph: 53827711

Prep-Year 6
Year 7 –12

Circus of life
The Amazing Circus
On the 20th of June Hopetoun P-8 Students and St
Joes went to a performance to watch Linda juggle
balls, bats, scarves and white rings in room 10. We
learnt about how to practice somethings we want to
be good at.. Sophie

Circus of Life
On June the 20th St Joes and the P-8 kids went
to a performance in room 10. We saw Linda,
juggling balls, scarves and whites rings. The
reason we went to see it was to remind ourselves about how to treat one another with
kindness and respect. I like the part when
Linda asked Geoffrey Box to pat Stan the dog
on his feet and head. Alynah
The Performance of Life
Before recess St Joes and P-8 students
went to a performance in room 10 at
our school to learn about friendship.
I liked it. Noah
Circus of life
On the 20th of June St Joes and P-8 went
to a performance in room 10 to learn about
friendship. I liked when Linda did the trick
when she used the two sticks to make the
tennis racquet spin. Emily

